Contemporary discussions of the concepts of time in archaeology are still concerned with problems of chronology. In contrast to the earlier and often polarizing discussions, it is now becoming increasingly apparent that both relative chronology and calendar (radiometric) chronology in many cases actually have the same basic flaws. In his book 'The Archaeology of Time', Gavin Lucas (2005.10) (Bailey 2007.201). Shanks and Tilley (1987.128) criticise one specific detail of Bailey's position, namely that archaeology should deal with the long-term, and they consequently differentiate between two different kinds of time -abstract and substantial time. They equate the abstract with measured time, which is a notion that only recently emerged within the framework of the modern economic worldview. This is the (technical) time concept underlying the construction of relative and calendar archaeological chronologies. Substantial time, on the other hand, is the time of social practice, time as perceived by social actors in the short-term.
Introduction
Contemporary discussions of the concepts of time in archaeology are still concerned with problems of chronology. In contrast to the earlier and often polarizing discussions, it is now becoming increasingly apparent that both relative chronology and calendar (radiometric) chronology in many cases actually have the same basic flaws. In his book 'The Archaeology of Time', Gavin Lucas (2005.10) ses operate on different temporal scales. These approaches borrow from the French historical theory developed by the Annales School and non-linear dynamics. Of the more influential theoretical discussions on the concepts of time in archaeology, Geoff Bailey's (2007) concept of time perspectivism and Michael Shanks and Christopher Tilley's (1987) concept of abstract and substantial time are worth mentioning. Bailey draws attention to the existence of different conceptual timescales and especially to "… the relatively coarse temporal resolution and palimpsest nature of much of the archaeological record; the possibility that the increased time depth and varied time resolution of observation afforded by archaeological data might allow us to perceive phenomena and processes not visible at smaller scales of observation." (Bailey 2007.199) . He goes on to argue that "…the analysis of small-scale phenomena such as individual agency, inter-personal interactions and perception, which have become such a dominant tendency in recent archaeological interpretation, is better focused on observation of, say, present-day practices or recent historical periods rather than the deeper prehistoric past." (Bailey 2007.201) . Shanks and Tilley (1987.128) criticise one specific detail of Bailey's position, namely that archaeology should deal with the long-term, and they consequently differentiate between two different kinds of time -abstract and substantial time. They equate the abstract with measured time, which is a notion that only recently emerged within the framework of the modern economic worldview. This is the (technical) time concept underlying the construction of relative and calendar archaeological chronologies. Substantial time, on the other hand, is the time of social practice, time as perceived by social actors in the short-term.
Shanks and Tilley and other post-processualists are concerned with the experience and flow of time, issues of the social construction of time, of memory and forgetting, and of the nature of the past in the past. With this focus, in the search for history and temporality, there is a natural tendency to downplay sequence as mere chronology both relative and absolute. (Whittle et al. 2011b.3) . In consequence, the discussion again becomes polarizing. At the same time, new methodologies have been developed within the framework of archaeological sciences that place much emphasis on the major (although earlier only qualitative) impact that metric, radiocarbon chronology has had on prehistoric archaeology (Renfrew 1973) . Today, many tools are available, the common aim of which is the construction of chronologies that simultaneously take into account radiocarbon ( 14 C age) data as well as archaeological information in order to achieve more precise chronologies (Bronk Ramsey 2008) . Interestingly, the existence of two entirely different concepts of time, as noted above, is even today not widely acknowledged, even to the point that the corresponding schoolsof-thought remain largely ignorant of each other. As Robert Paynter (2002. 97) puts it, "the theoretical side of archaeology lost track of time just as the methodological side of archaeology was acquiring the ability to create absolute chronologies".
Recently the new 'Bayesian' approach to interpreting archaeological chronologies has been applied to the British Neolithic with present focus on long barrows and enclosures (Bayliss et al. 2007; Whittle et al. 2011a) . The research incentive is not only to provide a more precise chronology, but also to bridge the gap between post-processual theoretical discussions and new calendar chronologies. The authors of these projects postulate there is a "… need to determine the tempo of cultural change, the duration of activities seen in the archaeological record and the nature of temporality or the lived experience and marking of time. But it is hard to see how we can begin to attempt these goals without a framework of calendar dating. The calendrical time scale allows an assessment of elapsed time -how long is significant as well as when" (Bayliss et al. 2007.2) .
Unfortunately, such ongoing theoretical discussions in the English-speaking community rarely meet a response in other European countries, including Slovenia. Here, questions relating to the measurements and conceptualization of time in the archaeological record are still widely treated within traditional chronological schemes, in which time is related to the assumed existence of cultural entities (such as the Neolithic and Eneolithic) and, on shorter timescales, to the assumed existence of archaeological cultures (such as Lengyel and Lasinja). Independent of any dating resolution, within this framework, 14 C dates can only be used to replicate such schemes in calendar years.
Problems of chronology
Chronology is fundamental to archaeology, since it allows the time-dependency of variations in the archaeological record to be distinguished from those determined by other factors. As widely recognized, it is inherently difficult to use the material record to distinguish between real historical processes and processes that are only artificially reconstructed as a result of research methodology. Before calendar chronology was possible, only relative chronology could be established, based on the classification of artefacts into typological sequences. The 'cultural' (or 'comparative-stratigraphic') dating method is based on evaluating the superposition of archaeological deposits, to begin on a local or regional scale, and the results are then used in a transfer procedure to date other deposits, on a wider geographical scale. Since the origin of such generalizing periodisation schemes in the 19 th century, their meanings constantly shifted, but individual cultural units (e.g., periods) have always been represented as an entity which can be analysed as a coherent whole (Thomas 1993.390) . Following the introduction of the concept of archaeological cultures in early 20 th century, and the increasingly predominant critique of such concepts in the late 20 th century, today -despite a general waning of chronological discussionthe application of such schemes became widespread. Importantly, archaeological culture is still today represented as an entity, which is internally stable, time-constant and altogether quite inflexible. Johannes Müller rightly criticizes this view when he writes that "Most of the archaeologists reconstructed 'cultures' as spatially and temporally limited units that followed one after the other" (Müller 2009. 722) . If at all, some minor cultural flexibility is allowed to cover the possibility of some minor temporal overlap.
The general notion underlying all classification-based research programs is that culture is simply a materialized sequence of events. In relative chronology, this leads to a vicious cycle, since the material classification is not only used for dating purposes, but also simultaneously for the definition of what is being dated. This is already apparent for cultural dating with low resolution on the temporal level of major chronological periods (e.g. Neolithic, Eneolithic), but all the more when the dating is refined to cover the level of cultural units (e.g. Lengyel, Lasinja). On both levels, the typologically classified material culture is inevitably presented as temporally exclusive (despite possible contemporaneity). Simultaneously, any observed variability within the material record is used to define the supposedly fixed (and then accepted) limits of the classificatory units under study. In this manner, since these units can only be defined as homogenous, the allowed cultural variability regulates the precision of the cultural dating. The underlying world-view is that prehistory contains a long and steady sequence of artificially homogenous and internally stable periods or cultures that are separated from each other by relatively rapid changes in their material (typological) foundation.
The research program based on relating cultural change to the material variability found within any given sequence of time-exclusive periods and cultures has further (and again inherent) implications, the most important of which is related to the normative culture-historical interpretations, namely that differently classifiable material culture must be the product of different peoples (Shanks, Tilley 1987. 79-95) . This is perhaps best exemplified by Gordon Childe (1929.v-iv) of how to understand variability within the archaeological record not only provides a chronological background, but also an interpretive framework within which it is possible to define certain norms in culture. The very concept of relating culture to chronology in this manner ultimately makes both constitutive of each other. It is therefore not only (technically) the case that "the resolution of dating methods … influences the form in which societies are reconstructed by archaeologists" (Müller 2009.721 ), but also (ideally) that "the conceptualization of time through chronology appears to operate through a historical process of accretion and adaptation rather than refutation" (Chazan 1995.464) . Ultimately, relative chronological schemes as well as cultural-historical interpretations of prehistoric society are maintained in such approaches, and this is independent of whether a natural-scientific or cultural approach is taken.
With the continuous refinement of radiometric dating (e.g., 14 C-AMS) methods, new calendar chronologies can now be established that allow the dating of individual archaeological events irrespective of their relative-chronological and cultural attribution. In the past, this possibility has often been overlooked. 14 C dates are still today sometimes used only as occasional hooks onto which archaeological cultures and periods are hung (Whittle 2011b.1) and, if the results of the pre-established relative order are not confirmed, they can even be rejected with no further avail. In this way, relative chronological schemes often established long ago and based on less abundant material compared to the variability known today are often simply replicated. Of course we should discontinue using 14 C dates in this manner, but to date activities and events that happened in the past. This new approach is supported by using statistical procedures implemented in a simple to use computer software. Earlier researchers initially applied quite simply implemented 14 C-age calibration software, wherein the data-input and the computer-output were perceived as representing independent scientific dates, as claimed by Renfrew (1973.109) . Over the years, archaeologists have become increasingly aware of the necessity, prior to the statistical analysis, to provide a contextual and interpretive framework based on empirical archaeological information as well as on theoretical modelling. This framework merges the archaeological record with the excavation praxis (the source of the record), with archaeological theory (the interpretation of the record), and -in particular -with the basic principles of the applied dating method.
Bayesian modelling of archaeological chronologies
When handling 14 C data, it is important to understand that we are dating events in the past, but that these are seldom contemporary with the archaeological event we wish to date, which can be anywhere from the initial deposition of an artefact assemblage, to the construction of a house, its later burning, the beginning and end of any particular settlement or human occupation in a region as a whole.
From the biological perspective, 14 C date provides an estimate of the time that has passed since an organism stopped exchanging 14 C with the environment. It is therefore important to consider the timewidth or the period during which the exchange of carbon was active. For 'short-lived' samples such as a cereal grain, this period is short (1 growing season), but for 'long-lived' samples, such as charcoal, it can be quite long (up to 100 years and more). Trees grow by the addition of rings and once these are laid down, the photosynthetic carbon exchange between the rings and the atmosphere ceases. Unfortunately, for the majority of charcoal samples that derive from any typical archaeological excavation, it is impossible to reconstruct whether the charcoal originates from the (older) heartwood or the (younger) sapwood. Strictly speaking, the timedifference between the calendric age of the charcoal sample and the felling of a tree, not to mention the use of its wood for building or fuel, remains unknown. To avoid the error-prone reconstruction of the 'average' calendric age of a 'typical' charcoal sample (and this is very clearly emphasized by Patrick Ashmore (1999) , when he recommends only dating single and not multiple events), it is advisable to sample only 'short-lived' samples. As is wellknown, the re-analysis of earlier 14 C-data is therefore seldom really fruitful, since in the past the large majority of dates were produced on charcoal. But today, the 14 C-AMS technique readily allows the dating of very small samples, such as cereals, small bones and organic residue on pottery. AMS-14 C-ages that have been obtained on such 'short-lived' samples obviously provide dates that are more closely related to events of archaeological interest, than dates on potentially long-lived charcoal samples.
Since radiocarbon results are supplied as statistical estimates, 14 C age values show a sometimes wide scatter around the true 14 C age, depending on the quoted error. When 14 C-measurements are age-calibrated, this initial scattering effect is further amplified, depending on the shape of the tree-ring based calibration curve in the relevant period. The true calendar ages of 14 C measurements can be represented in formally quite simple looking graphs, both for single as well as for grouped dates, but the resulting graph requires some actually quite complex interpretation, and the typically multi-modal distribution of calendric-scale dating probability shown in such graphs can hardly be intuitively understood. In consequence, due to the inevitable statistical scatter of ages in combination with the folding effects of the calibration curve, it is virtually impossible -by a mere visual inspection of calibrated age graphsto obtain a realistic estimate for the actual age of the archaeological events of interest under study. In particular, due to the unrealistically wide spread of readings induced by the shape of the calibration curve, it is difficult to derive a statistically reliable estimate for the actual durations of the activities under study.
As an helpful alternative, it is possible to analyse extended sets of 14 C dates with the use of computerbased methods that are derived from probabilistic Bayesian theory. Such methods, that are becoming increasingly popular in the archaeological community, are capable of providing formally correct age estimates with quantified uncertainties for a wide range of applications. To this purpose, in the present study, we make use of the calibration software OxCal (Bronk Ramsey 2009) , which implements Bayesian statistics and Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling.
The underlying idea is to provide statistical constraints for the typically large multiplicity of calendric scale readings, with the aid of additional archaeological information. To be successful, this approach requires a refined look not only at the statistical properties of the 14 C-data under study, but also at the archaeological properties of the study samples.
The Bayesian approach to modelling archaeological chronologies has been under development for some 20 years now and has over the years been applied to wide variety of chronological problems. There exist many theoretical, methodological and practical studies that provide introductions to Bayesian calibration procedures. Most recently, the Bayesian methodology is described in detail by Christopher Bronk Ramsey (1995; 1998; 2008; ), Alex Bayliss et al. (2007 and Alasdair Whittle et al. (2008; 2011a) . In a nut-shell, the Bayesian approach (as implemented in the OxCal-program) is simultaneously probabilistic as well as contextual, and enables input of the necessary archaeological information for a wide variety of archaeological study situations. In OxCal the analysis procedure is not simply a matter of entering data, and obtaining results (as sometimes assumed), but instead a question of experimenting with the data in the light of available archaeological information. The OxCal program supports this approach by providing a platform for convenient recalculation of the calibrated probability distributions of 14 C dates under different conditions. A particularly useful option is to estimate ages of events that have not been directly dated, as well as to estimate the duration of activities.
The OxCal program allows different chronological models to be produced. In these models, archaeological information is used to define the relationships between 14 C dates and archaeological events of interest, as is usually available as a stratigraphic or other kind of relative sequence. The two basic tools in OxCal with which basically any chronological problem can be addressed are 'Phases' and 'Sequences'. The former can be used to group 14 C dates, the relative chronological order of which is not known, but the data are assumed to be connected. The latter can be used when information is available for the relative chronological order of the dated samples. Phases and sequences can be nested one in another, so that we can, for example, have a sequence of phases within which 14 C dates are grouped. We make use of such a simple sequence of phases in the present paper when chronologically modelling the different Neolithic settlement phases at Moverna vas, whereas a more complex nesting of phases and sequences is used in the chronological modelling of the Vinkovci-Sopot site. In Bayesian terminology, archaeological information entered during the modelling process serves as an 'Informative' prior belief which strongly affects the chronological results and therefore has to be used knowledgeably and with an understanding of the chronological questions we wish to ask.
OxCal also uses what is called 'Uninformative' prior belief, the application of which is useful when 14 C dates are known to be related, for example when we date a period of past activity (which may be a period of settlement occupation or period of production of a certain pottery type). By implementing a uniform event distribution on the sample set, we assume that the activity began, then continued at a relatively constant rate, and then ended. The assumption, in this case, is that the available set of 14 C dates can be visualized as representing a random sample of dates within this period. According to Bayliss et al. (2011.21) this assumption allows the OxCal program to "…asses how far the variation in the calibrated radiocarbon dates arises from variation in the actual dates of the samples, and how far from the probabilistic scatter inherent in radiocarbon dating and calibration process". In short, this enables the program to set an upper limit on the statistical scatter of 14 C dates. In OxCal, the assumption of a uniform distribution is introduced by enclosing the phase within boundaries. We use this approach in all of our chronological models, but whereas the underlying assumptions are unproblematic for site-based case studies (Moverna vas and Vinkovci-Sopot), it is harder to substantiate in the case studies in which pottery distinctions are used to further subdivide cultural periods (Sava group of the Lengyel culture and Lasinja culture). The critical question, not only when applying the corresponding OxCal options, is whether pottery styles really do have a beginning and an end, or whether there is a gradual transformation from one style to the next. According to Bronk Ramsey (1998. 462) , in general terms the validity of the specific assumptions underlying the choice of a uniform sample distribution of 14 C samples has only minor influence on the results of chronological models. For security, OxCal nevertheless provides a so-called 'Agreement index', in which the consistency between the archaeological prior information and the data is estimated. For threshold values at 60% or higher the agreement between the model (input) and the chronological results (output) is considered consistent.
Bayesian chronological modelling not only provides a methodology either to constrain chronological data with the aid of archaeological information, or to limit the scatter of probability distributions, but also enables ages for events of archaeological interest, that are not directly dated, to be estimated (Bronk Ramsey 2009) . In combination with the Phases and Boundaries options, OxCal also provides estimates for the individual calendar age values of the 'Start', 'End' and 'Boundary' of the individual modelled phases as well as other positions in a sequence. We use this OxCal option to estimate the age for the typological change between Sopot II-B and III typological phases. These are constrained in a sequence of superposed houses on the tell-site in Vinkovci-Sopot that will be presented in one of our case studies.
To conclude, the Bayesian approach to chronological modelling is a heuristic tool with which different chronological models combining 14 C data and contextual archaeological information can be tested and compared. The results are never absolute or final, and change when additional data becomes available. This 'hermeneutic spiral' (Bayliss et al. 2007 . Fig. 2 ) answers specific chronological questions, introduces new ones and is never complete.
Outline of the study
In the following, Bayesian chronological modelling is applied to five case studies: three from Slovenia and two from the Slavonian region of Croatia. For Bayesian chronological modelling, we used the OxCal program, version 4.1 (Bronk Ramsey 2009) with implemented IntCal09 calibration curve (Reimer et al. 2009) . All age estimates of dates and duration estimates are presented as 1 sigma or 68.2% probability ranges. It must be pointed out that a majority of the 14 C dates used in our models are on charcoal, so an 'old wood effect' must be taken into account. All the 14 C dates and the relevant contextual data we used in our models are presented in the appendix.
Two case studies deal with the calendar chronologies of individual sites, where archaeological data allows more precise dating of activities within them. Nesting of phases and sequences is used to model the relationships between 14 C dates as represented by the available archaeological information. These are the cases in which Bayesian chronological modelling is most useful, because it is a tool for the precise calendar dating of activities on sites irrespective of the more traditional relative dating by pottery. In the case of the Moverna vas site from Slovenia, the stratigraphic sequence will be used to constrain the dates from individual Neolithic settlement phases. This will provide a more precise calendar dating for pottery assemblages associated with individual settlement phases, as well as a preliminary assessment of the continuity of Neolithic occupation of this site. From the Slavonian region of Croatia, we present a more complex chronological model of a Neolithic site, at Sopot-Vinkovci. The superpositional relations of houses excavated on this site will allow the dates for individual houses to be constrained and precisely dated.
Three case-studies deal with calendar chronologies of periods in which certain types of pottery were produced. In this, we follow the approach to spatiotemporal modelling suggested by Blackwell and Buck (2003; see also Bayliss et al. 2011.58) . Bayesian chronological modelling is used in these cases to limit the scatter of probability distributions. This is done with the aid of the bounded phases with an assumption of uniform event distribution on the sample set. This kind of Bayesian chronological modelling is already biased, as it uses the relative chronological schemes to group 14 C dates from sites into discrete groups on the basis of the typological and cultural attribution of their pottery assemblages. It is used in our paper first to provide the dating of the periods in which certain types of pottery were produced (e.g. Sava group of the Lengyel culture, Lasinja culture) that is more precise than one obtained by simple group calibration, and summing the probability distributions. These periods, namely archaeological cultures, can then be better compared on the calendric time scale. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, this kind of modelling is used to compare calendar and cultural sequences and to show some inconsistencies and contradictions in the latter. Chronological modelling of the Sava group of the Lengyel culture in Slovenia will limit the scatter of dates from sites associated with this cultural group. It will allow the period of pottery production, on the basis of which this group was defined, to be presented within a calendar time frame and compared with some other cultural sequences from Central and Southeastern Europe. In the last case-study from Slovenia, precisely dated burial activity in Neolithic Ajdovska jama cave site together with the constrained calendar dating of the 6 th settlement phase in Moverna vas will be compared to 14 C dates from Lasinja culture sites in North-eastern Slovenia. It will be shown that sites attributed to different, temporally exclusive periods and cultures can be contemporary. Information on the typological classification of some sequenced houses from Vinkovci-Sopot site will be used to estimate the date of the transition between typological phases II-B and III of the Sopot culture. This date will be compared to dates of the Lasinja culture sites in the same region. On this basis, it will be shown that a relative chronological sequence of cultures in this region is problematic.
In the discussion, the results of our case-studies are considered within a broader temporal and spatial framework by introducing a diagram in which we correlate calendar and some cultural sequences from Central and Southeastern Europe.
Moverna vas settlement phases
In Slovenia, Bayesian chronological modelling is applied to the Neolithic and Eneolithic site at Moverna vas in Bela Krajina. This is the only Slovenian Neolithic and Eneolithic site from which we have a long stratigraphic sequence together with a sequence of 14 C dates spanning the 5 th millennium calBC. The stratigraphic sequence shows repetitions of natural processes identified as erosion and the deposition of layered deposits, with artefact assemblages deposited more or less accidentally, and anthropogenic activity identified as post-holes, refuse pits, hearths and burnt loam with post impressions. On the basis of their stratigraphic position within layered deposits, different anthropological traces were ascribed to individual settlement phases (Budja 1993 (Budja (1994 .18) (Fig. 1) .
Because all the available 14 C dates originate from natural layered deposits and not from immediate traces of anthropogenic activity, only the relative order of settlement phases can be modelled and not activities related to pit digging and house construction within these phases. Nevertheless, Bayesian modelling of the settlement phases enables a more precise dating of the pottery assemblages discovered in these deposits, as well as an assessment of the continuity of occupation of the site. 14 C dates are available only for Neolithic settlement phases, while Eneolithic phases are not dated. This is unfortunate, since if dates for Eneolithic phases were available, we could use the stratigraphic sequence to constrain and estimate the date when significant typological change that defines the boundary between Neolithic and Eneolithic (Lasinja culture) happened at the site in the late 5 th millennium calBC.
In total, twenty-four 14 C dates are available from Moverna vas. Three dates obtained in the 1980s from the laboratory in Zagreb were excluded from analysis because their ages have been published inconsistently in different sources. Of the remaining dates, 6 on charcoal were produced in the Oxford Radiocarbon Accelerator Unit (Budja 1993 (Budja (1994 . Fig. 5 ) and 15 dates on carbonised residue on pottery were produced in Poznań Radiocarbon Laboratory. Among the dates from Poznań, 10 were produced previously (Ωibrat Ga∏pari≠ 2008.Fig. 5 .1), 5 new 14 C dates were obtained just recently and will be published here for the first time. A great majority of the 14 C dates were produced on carbonised residues adhering to the interior or partly exterior surfaces of pottery sherds. This material is probably the remains of charred food and, since the sherds of individual vessels refit within the same stratigraphic context, the pottery has a good chance of being in the place where it was originally discarded. Dates on charcoal, however, could be older than the context due to the 'old wood effect'. On the basis of their stratigraphic context and ascription to individual settlement phases, 14 C dates are grouped with- in five contiguous bounded phases that follow each other sequentially in the OxCal model. Phases are thus modelled without the possibility of temporal overlap between them. While the dates on carbonised residue on pottery are good, supposedly randomly distributed, samples from within individual settlement phases, this cannot be said of the charcoal dates, as their ages could be significantly older than the events of their deposition within the context, i.e. individual settlement phases. 14 C dates on charcoal are thus not fully incorporated into our model and are included only as termini post quos (Bayliss et al. 2011.56-58) . This means that they do not represent random samples from within the individual settlement phases and only constrain the dates for their endings, not their beginnings. One recently obtained 14 C date (Poz-48537) was also not incorporated into the model, because it was produced on a sample from older, non-stratigraphic excavations. A correlation of sections from two excavations (non-stratigraphic in 1984 and stratigraphic in 1988) allows us to situate the mentioned sample either within the 4 th or the 5 th settlement phase, which is in agreement with the probability distribution of this date.
The results of the chronological modelling presented in Figure 2 allows us to estimate the start and end dates of individual phases, the dates of the boundaries between them and the durations of individual phases, as well as the Neolithic settlement as a whole. The model has a good agreement index (115%) and the same holds for individual 14 C dates, except for one date (Poz-21404) from the 6 th settlement phase, which seems to be too old and was thus excluded from the analysis. A sherd belonging to the same vessel as the inconsistent date was replicated (Poz-48534) in the newest 14 C series. It is in good agreement with the model so it seems that the first date on this vessel is erroneous. Our results are consistent with the interpreted sequence of settlement phases at the site. The oldest phase at the settlement, i.e. the 2 nd settlement phase, starts in 4937-4801 calBC (68.2% probability). It is followed in 4649-4550 calBC (68.2% probability) by the 3 rd settlement phase. This phase is objectified in the stratigraphic sequence by a thin layer with very few finds, and was probably formed by natural processes with very little anthropogenic activity. One date on pottery residue from this phase shows that some activity was present, as its age is clearly discerned from the ages of dates from the previous 2 nd and following 4 th settlement phases. On the basis of our present data, we cannot say if this isolated activity was preceded or followed by any gap in occupation. The dates of 4 th and 5 th settlement phases are tightly clustered, but we were able to separate them in our model on the basis of relative chronological information. The 4 th settlement phase follows a lull of activity represented by the previous settlement phase in 4498-4419 calBC (68.2% probability) and is soon followed by the 5 th settlement phase in 4426-4376 calBC (68.2% probability). The groupings of dates in these two settlement phases show that this was a period of high anthropogenic activity. The last Neolithic 6 th settlement phase follows the 5 th in 4389-4350 calBC (68.2% probability) and ends in 4324-4225 calBC (68.2% probability).
The Neolithic occupation at the site lasted for 512-703 years (68.2% probability). The estimated durations of individual settlement phases show that the oldest 2 nd settlement phase is of the longest duration (Fig. 3) . It probably lasted two to three centuries or more (178-365 years (68.2% probability)). Of shorter but still significant duration is the 3 rd settlement phase (73-204 years (68.2% probability)). The disproportionately long duration of this phase when compared to the thinness of its deposit and lack of archaeological finds is an additional argument suggesting that this phase was a period of low activity. The durations of the following, well-dated 4 th (0-78 years (68.2% probability)) and 5 th settlement phases (0-42 years (68.2% probability)) are very brief and can be measured in terms of human generations. The last Neolithic 6 th settlement phase lasted about more or less a century (38-161 years (68.2% probability)).
Beyond the mere relative sequence of Neolithic settlement phases in Moverna vas, our results not only provide more precise dates, but also durations. This allows us to better interpret the anthropogenic activity at the site and separate periods of low activity from periods of high activity. The oldest 2 nd settlement phase at the site can now be dated from the 49 th to 47 th centuries calBC and thus represents the oldest well documented Neolithic activity in continental Slovenia. The low activity of the 3 rd settlement phase can be dated to the 46 th century calBC and the first half of the 45 th century calBC, while a period of high activity in the 4 th settlement phase is dated to the 45 th and that of the 5 th settlement phase to the first half of the 44 th century calBC. The 6 th and last Neolithic settlement phase can be dated to the 44 th and 43 rd centuries calBC. Interestingly, the end of the Neolithic settlement phases in Moverna vas around 4300 calBC is contemporary with the proposed beginning of the Eneolithic Lasinja culture in a broader spatial framework (Balen 2008.22; Gu∏tin 2005.14, Fig. 4 ; Oross et al. 2011.182; Ruttkay 1996; Somogyi 2000) . Precisely dated settlement phases in Moverna vas also mean that its pottery assemblages are well constrained on the calendar time frame and can thus be more usefully compared with those from other 14 C dated or undated sites. Moverna vas, with its long stratigraphic and typological sequence, is a unique reference point in relation to other Neolithic and Eneolithic sites in Slovenia. The calendar chronology of its settlement phases is useful as an indirect calendar dating reference for other archaeological sites with comparable material.
Analyses of pottery from individual settlement phases in Moverna vas showed considerable changes in typology and technology between the 6 th and the undated 7 th settlement phases (Toma∫ 1997) . These changes are traditionally considered as marking the transition between the Neolithic and Eneolithic (Lasinja) cultures. Additional dates are needed from younger Eneolithic settlement phases in Moverna vas in order to date younger activities and to constrain the date of the supposed transition between the Neolithic and Eneolithic at the site. We will then be able to show whether similar typological and technological changes appear simultaneously at different sites, as is expected from a relative chronological viewpoint, or if the picture is more complicated. On the basis of the present chronological model of the Neolithic settlement phases in Moverna vas, we can at least put forward a terminus post quem date for the boundary between 6 th and 7 th settlement phases and associated typological changes of pottery at this site to around 4349-4257 calBC (68.2% probability). This is an age estimate for the end of the 6 th settlement phase in our model (Fig. 2) .
The Sava group of the Lengyel culture
In this case study, 14 C dates from sites associated with the Sava group of the Lengyel culture are modelled within a bounded phase in order to limit the inevitable scatter of individual dates and estimate the period in which this pottery type was produced. This Neolithic cultural group was recently defined on the basis of typological and technological analyses of pottery and comparison of sites discovered in new rescue excavations in Central Slovenia. It was synchronised with phase II of the Lengyel culture and roughly dated to the 1 st half of the 5 th millennium calBC, or from 4800 to 4500 calBC (Gu∏tin 2005.14-16 ). 14 C dates from three sites allows us to model the period when this type of pottery was in use, while activities within individual sites cannot be dated precisely because there are no vertical stratigraphic sequences which would allow us to constrain the 14 C dates. Twenty dates are available from the site at ∞ate∫-Sredno polje, excluding three significantly younger dates (ibid. Fig. 2 ). Measurements were performed in Leibnitz-Labor in Kiel. The Dragomelj site provides us with four dates measured by Beta Analytic in Miami (Turk, Svetli≠i≠ 2005.69; Turk 2010.43) . One date is again significantly younger and thus excluded. Two additional dates are available from Resnikov prekop, one older and less precise measurement from Zagreb (Srdo≠ et al. 1977. 472 ) and one measured in Heidelberg (∞ufar, Koren≠i≠ 2006.Tab. 2) .
As presented in the introduction to Bayesian modelling, the underlying assumption of a bounded phase used in this model is that 14 C samples are randomly distributed within a period of activity. In our case, this period of activity is represented by the production of a specific variety of pottery, while our available 14 C dates act as random samples from within this activity. In this, our model is slightly biased, as 14 C dates are available from only three sites, and the majority comes from only one (∞ate∫-Sredno polje). Nevertheless, the results of our model represent the current state of research. Another problem affecting the results of the model is that all the 14 C dates were taken from charcoal samples, so the old wood effect has to be taken into account. Because of this problem, our estimated date for the start of the modelled period of activity is not reliable and should probably be younger, while our estimate for the end of this period should be close to the true value.
The results of the model are presented in Figure 4 . The model has a good agreement index (74.4%), with only the oldest date from ∞ate∫-Sredno polje being inconsistent. This was expected, due to the possibility of the old wood effect of the charcoal dates. The estimated beginning of the Sava group of the Lengyel culture is dated to 4786-4731 calBC (68.2% probability), but due to the old wood effect, we can expect it to be later. The end of this period is dated to 4582-4530 calBC (68.2% probability). Pottery associated with this cultural group was produced in the 48 th , 47 th and early 46 th centuries calBC, for an estimated duration of 161-268 years (68.2% probability).
Concerning all the available 14 C dates from Slovenia, two major clusters of probability distribution appear. The one dating to the 48 th -46 th century calBC (Fig. 4) comprises sites of the Neolithic Sava group of the Lengyel culture, while the second dated to 44 th and 43 rd centuries calBC comprises the first sites of the Eneolithic Lasinja culture, as well as sites still attributed to the Neolithic (Fig. 5 ). There is a lack of dated sites in the 45 th millennium calBC, with the exception of two dates from two sites in the Prekmurje region (Bukovnica and Murska SobotaNova Tabla; see Fig. 11 ). It cannot be determined whether this gap in the calendar sequence is the result of research orientation or real settlement patterns. The time difference between the two clusters of dates, i.e. between the end of the Sava group phase and the beginning of the Lasinja culture sites, the chronological modelling of which is presented below, is 150-233 years (68.2% probability).
The contemporaneity of Neolithic and Eneolithic sites in Slovenia
We now turn to the series of available 14 C dates from the second half of the 5 th millennium calBC. This period is characterised in traditional relative cultural chronology by the transition from Neolithic to Eneolithic (Lasinja) cultures, which are viewed as temporally exclusive, following each other sequentially with no temporal overlap. We present three chronological models together and try to show that a temporal overlap is possible, or at least synchronicity between differently chronologically and culturally classified sites in Slovenia.
Ajdovska jama in southeastern Slovenia is a cave site where human burials were discovered within two thin layers (stratigraphical units 44 and 43). There is evidence of a funerary ritual in which the deceased were supposedly exposed in the right cave shaft to putrefy before they were finally buried (Horvat 2009.28-29) in the cave. Many radiocarbon dates from the burial contexts were measured on charcoal and cereal grain by the Ru∂er Bo∏kovi≤ Institute in Zagreb, but these dates are old and have large standard deviations. They are not used in the chronological modelling, as new and much more precise AMS 14 C dates on human bones have been obtained (Bonsall et al. 2007. Tab. 1) . Together with the publication (ibid. Fig. 5 ), 10 14 C dates were modelled within two bounded contiguous phases that correspond to the two stratigraphic layers from which the dates originate. The results show that burial deposition began after 4340-4286 calBC (68.2% probability), lasted for only 0-62 years (68.2% probability) and ended before 4295-4235 calBC (68.2% probability). These precise estimates show that people were buried in Ajdovska jama for only about two generations or less, some time in the second half of the 44 th century and the first half of the 43 rd century calBC. Ajdovska jama is the only Neolithic site in Slovenia where human burials have been discovered and is dated to the period in which the transition between the Neolithic and Eneolithic is expected, while the pottery assemblage associated with the human burials is supposedly Neolithic in terms of typology and technology (Horvat 2009.25) .
In North-eastern Slovenia, we have a series of 14 C dates from sites with pottery assemblages that have been attributed to the Eneolithic Lasinja culture on the basis of their typological and technological analysis and inter-site comparisons. We consider only dates that fall within the second half of the 5 th millennium calBC. All the available dates from Lasinja culture sites refer to charcoal, so we need to take the old wood effect into account. Dates are available from four sites attributed to Lasinja culture. The Sodolek and Male≠nik sites provide only one 14 C date each. Eight dates measured in Miami are available from supposedly Lasinja culture features from Ormo∫-Hardek (Ωi∫ek 2006.130) , but three had to be excluded from the model because they appear erroneously too old or too young. From Turni∏≠e-Gorice (Plestenjak 2010.156-161) five dates are available, but two must again be excluded because they are significantly younger and fall outside the range proposed for Lasinja culture. They are erroneous or date younger occupations of the site. The significant dates from Turni∏≠e-Gorice were measured in Kiel and in Waikato Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory. Dates are modelled as a bounded phase of activity similarly to the modelling of the Sava group of the Lengyel culture described above. With the assumption of a random distribution of samples, we try to limit the scatter of probability distributions and estimate the date for the beginning of pottery production associated with the Lasinja culture in Slovenia. The beginning of the Lasinja culture estimated on the basis of our model is expected to be 4384-4337. As all of the 14 C dates are on charcoal, this estimate should probably be set later.
The chronological modelling of the settlement phases at Moverna vas presented in the first case study allowed us to estimate the beginning of the 6 th settlement phase after 4389-4350 calBC (68.2% probability) and its end to 4324-4225 calBC (68.2% probability). This last Neolithic settlement phase can thus be compared with the dates for the Lasinja culture sites and Ajdovska jama burials. As shown by pottery analyses at Moverna vas, crucial typological and technological changes in pottery connected with the appearance of the Lasinja culture are attested for this site no earlier than the next, undated 7 th settlement phase.
A comparison of the results of three different chronological models (Ajdovska jama burials, Lasinja culture sites and the last Neolithic settlement phase at Moverna vas) on the Figure 5 shows that all the modelled dates are grouped tightly together within the 44 th and 43 rd centuries BC. There seems to be a significant temporal overlap between Neolithic (burials at Ajdovska jama and last Neolithic settlement phase in Moverna vas) and Eneolithic (Lasinja culture) sites. On the basis of the calculated difference between the end of burial activity in Ajdovska jama and the start of Lasinja culture this overlap lasted for about a century or so (50-135 years (68.2% probability)); the same holds for the overlap between the 6 th settlement phase at the Moverna vas and Lasinja culture sites (29-148 years). Interestingly, the calculated difference between the start of both the 6 th settlement phase in Moverna vas and Lasinja culture is close to zero (-23-47 years (68.2% probability). This means that at the time when sites with pottery attributed to the Eneolithic Lasinja culture were being founded, pottery in Moverna vas was still being produced in more or less traditional 'Neolithic' ways, with changes coming a century or so later. Even if we consider the overlap as being partly the product of the old wood effect on the Lasinja culture dates, the demonstrated tight grouping of dates in our models show that it must be assumed that both Ajdovska jama and the 6 th settlement phase in Moverna vas and Lasinja culture sites were contemporary. Thus sites with Neolithic pottery tra- ditions and sites with Eneolithic pottery types seem to be contemporary.
Our results show that the calendar time-scale temporal patterning of pottery assemblages is more complicated than relative chronologies suppose. It has to be pointed out that ascription of sites to different periods and cultures is highly dependent on the excavator's experience and viewpoint concerning pottery typology, the comparison of pottery assemblages and relative chronological schemes. The pottery assemblage from Ajdovska jama, for example, although interpreted by the excavator as having Neolithic traditions and dated to the "Pre-Lasinja period" (Horvat 2009.25) , was also used to show similarities in pottery typology with sites attributed to the Eneolithic Lasinja culture (e.g. Plestenjak 2010. 35) . It seems that the contradictions between the relative chronology and the calendar chronology are more products of inconsistencies of interpretation between different researchers. More cases of researchers disagreeing on the attribution of sites to Neo- lithic or Eneolithic Lasinja culture can be found in a recent article by Milena Horvat (Horvat 2009) . Inconsistencies in relative chronology can be considered a product of the assumptions underlying the time concepts of temporal exclusiveness and sequential order of relative chronological blocks. This is not the place to argue about whether a site should be considered Neolithic or Eneolithic. The interpretations of the excavators were simply used and compared to the results of calendar chronology to show that there are some problems of interpretation concerning the relative chronological schemes, which have to be addressed in the future. Calendar chronology allows the independent dating of pottery assemblages and sites irrespective of their relativechronological and cultural attribution and will help to clarify these chronological problems and the underlying concepts of time.
In addition to similar traits in pottery typology (Horvat 2009) and period attribution to the Neolithic 6 th settlement phase at Moverna vas and burial contexts in Ajdovska jama dated to this time frame have another thing in common. They are both situated in southeastern Slovenia, while all of the relevant Lasinja culture sites lie in northeastern Slovenia. For this reason, we should perhaps also consider regional differences in the appearance of pottery traits associated with the beginning of the Eneolithic period. Additional data is needed to present evidence for or against this proposition. Other observation we wish to put forward is the fact that at Moverna vas, with a long stratigraphic and typological sequence (Toma∫ 1997) , pottery forms and decorations change gradually within Neolithic settlement phases, while on Lasinja sites, where there is no continuity from the Neolithic, pottery forms and decoration appear as novel. This perhaps contributes to the inconsistency of chronological attribution to the Neolithic (continuity of pottery typology) versus Eneolithic (novel pottery typology) periods between different excavators.
The time scale of our models is no longer several centuries, as was possible to achieve in the past, but several decades or spans of a few generations. Using such precision, we have to be careful about our conclusions, as we have reached the limit of the 14 C dating method. We have to attend more closely to the shape of the calibration curve and its 'plateaus', which presents an obstacle even when 14 C dates are well constrained by archaeological data. One such plateau is present in the time frame of the 44 th and 43 rd centuries calBC that we deal with in this section and this has an effect on the probability distributions of 14 C dates and, eventually, on our conclusions.
Sequence of houses at Vinkovci-Sopot
Recently, new radiocarbon dates from the eponymous tell-site of the Sopot culture -Vinkovci-Sopot in the Slavonian region in Croatia -have been published, together with some archaeological information concerning the superposition of houses, some of which have been 14 C dated (Krznari≤ πkrivan-ko 2011) . Published 14 C dates were measured on charcoal and animal tooth samples at the Ru∂er Bo∏kovi≤ Institute in Zagreb, Croatia and Beta Analytic laboratory in Miami, USA. Activity connected to individual superposed houses is mostly dated by one or rarely two charcoal samples found on house floors. Because most of the dates are on 'long-lived' charcoal there is a possibility that the ages of 14 C samples are significantly older than house activities, and because few dates on 'short-lived' animal teeth do not date the same contexts, the extent of this time difference cannot be estimated. Despite these problems, the publication of 14 C dates from Vinkovci-Sopot together with some contextual archaeological information provides an opportunity to model the calendar chronology of the site in OxCal and constrain the dates of individual houses based on prior archaeological data.
We have modelled the calendar chronology of the settlement on the basis of description of stratigraphic relations published together with 14 C data. Relations were described only in text format so we decided to show relevant stratigraphic relations, used in our model, on Figure 6 . Period of occupation of the settlement was modelled within two bounded overlapping phases. Within the first ('Star≠evo culture occupation'), a phase of sterile layers (SU80 and SU143) is followed in a sequence by a date for the only Star≠evo pit-house discovered so far at the site (SU519). Followed by a supposed gap of occupation, the second bounded phase ('Sopot culture occupation') is separated into three unrelated phases that correspond to two different locations on the site ('South-West', 'Plateau') and one phase that contained dated contexts not mentioned in the text ('Other'). Within the 'South-West' phase, we nested the following sequence: a phase connected to house SU23 (house SU23 and its rubble SU6 in a sequence, and neighbouring layer SU21 unrelated to this sequence) followed by two phases, each containing 14 C dates of house SU20 and SU11, respectively. Un-related to the sequence, but still within the 'SouthWest' phase is house SU53. Within the Plateau phase there are two sequences of houses, both followed in a sequence by one of the channels (SU222) that destroyed the youngest horizon of houses at this part of the site. Within this broader sequence, one sequence represents a series of three (SU255, SU235 and SU207) and the other of two houses (SU301 and SU183a). Unrelated to this sequence of houses and a channel, but still within the Plateau phase, are one house (SU403) and the rubble of another house (SU332). Within the Other phase, two dates from the channel fills (SU238 and SU405), dates on two houses without a context number and a date from a layer (SU24) are modelled as unrelated. These contexts are not mentioned in the description, but their 14 C dates have also been published.
The model has been run in OxCal, and the results allowed us to constrain the dates for those houses which are in a sequence. Results are presented on Figure 7. The model has a good agreement index (111.4) and all of the standardised likelihoods ( 14 C dates) passed the 60% threshold for accepting the agreement as good. It has to be pointed out, however, that two dates were excluded from the model (Z-2826 and Z-3868), as their ages are considerably older than others from the same contexts (SU11 and SU183a) and also considerably older than other dates for the Sopot culture occupation at the site. The 14 C dates on sterile layers and the only Star≠evo culture pit-house are almost contemporary and we can date the beginning of the 'Star≠evo culture' occupation to around 6000 calBC. We do not have any other dated contexts attributed to this culture, so we cannot model the duration of its occupation, but we calculated the time difference between the end of the Star≠evo culture occupation (based on available date) and the start of the Sopot culture occupation to be 966-1157 years (68.2% probability). The Star≠evo culture occupation part of the model is not presented in Figure 7 . The Sopot culture occupation of the site lasted for 661-871 years (68.2% probability), from 4936-4816 calBC to 4191-4046 calBC (68.2% probability). The sequence of houses above the ditch in the southwestern part of the site is the longest, as it contains both the oldest and youngest dated house (SU23 and SU11, respectively).
On the basis of the 'Order' function in OxCal, we can determine the most probable temporal order of the dated houses in the settlement. The oldest is house SU23, constructed above the ditch in the southwestern part of the tell in the 49 th century calBC. It is followed by the houses on the Plateau in the following order: SU255, SU207, SU301, SU183a. These houses were constructed from the 48th to the 45 th century calBC. These houses are followed in a sequence by channel SU222, which destroyed the youngest horizon of houses at this part of the site; but there is a gap of 326-473 years (68.2% probability) between the last dated house, SU183a, and channel SU222. This gap is only partly filled by the sequence in the southwestern part of the site, where house SU20 was constructed long after (430-595 years (68.2% probability)) house SU23 in the 43 rd century calBC, followed by house SU11 in the same, or probably the next, century. This last dated house in the 'South-West' could be contemporary with the channel that destroyed the last houses on the Plateau. The modelled sequence of dated houses from different parts of the site shows two continuities of occupation in which the houses follow each other in relatively quick succession. The first continuity is represented by houses SU23, SU- 255, SU207, SU301 and SU183a, built in the course of some two and a half centuries from the 49 th till 46 th century calBC. This continuity is followed by the already mentioned gap of about three centuries from the 46 th till 44 th century; a continuous sequence is then resumed with houses SU20 and SU11 in the 43 rd and 42 nd centuries calBC. The reason for the gap in our model could be due to the lack of 14 C dated houses and contextual archaeological data, as some unsequenced and thus less precise dates (for houses SU53, SU403 and layer SU24) also cover this period. On the other hand, however, if the sequence of houses in the 'South West' with houses SU23, SU20 and SU11 is complete as presented by Maja Krznari≤ πkrivanko (2006.12-14 , Fig. 2 ), this gap is realistic.
Houses SU255, SU207, SU301 and SU183a from the Plateau are presented together with house SU11 from the 'South West' as belonging to the youngest phase of settlement in an article by Krznari≤ πkrivan-ko (2006.12) . According to the results of our model, however, the houses were constructed four to five centuries before the end of the settlement, i.e. channel SU222 that, according to the excavator, destroyed the youngest horizon of houses in this part of the site (Krznari≤ πkrivanko 2011.213) . Although these houses are perhaps the latest in the stratigraphic sequence, they are quite early in the calendar chronology of the site. After the gap in the calendar sequence of houses, they are followed in the southwestern part of the site by the youngest houses, SU20 and SU11.
Houses SU23, SU20 and SU11 above the ditch from southwestern part of the tell, the dates of which are constrained well within a sequence, have a pottery assemblages attributed to individual typological phases of the Sopot culture (Krznari≤ πkrivanko 2006) . This allows us to check the consistency between the typological relative chronology and 14 C data and to propose dates when changes in typology happened. There seem to be no inversions of typological phases when the calendar chronology and typological attribution of pottery from the sequenced houses are compared (Fig. 7, labelled dates) . Houses SU20 and SU53, with pottery attributed to typological phase II-B, are both dated after house SU23, with pottery attributed to phase II-A and before house SU11, with pottery attributed to phase III; so the relative chronological order of these typological phases of Sopot culture is consistent with the 14 C data, at least at the eponymous Sopot-Vinkovci site, according to the available 14 C dates and archaeological data. This is not surprising, as the separation of typological phases of the Sopot culture except for the oldest phase was largely based on material from Sopot-Vinkovci (Dimitrijevi≤ 1979; Krznari≤ πkrivanko 2002) .
On the basis of our model, we can propose the dating of individual typological phases of the Sopot culture in Vinkovci-Sopot and compare it to the calendar chronology proposed by Obeli≤ et al. (2004) . The authors of this article used an informal approach of visual inspection of 68.2% probability ranges pertaining to the summed probabilities of all 14 C dates belonging to individual typological phases from different sites. In our model, the well constrained dates for house SU23 with pottery attributed to typological phase II-A represent a terminus post quem for the end of this phase, probably in the 48 th century calBC. This date agrees with the proposed age for the end of typological phase II-A around 4770 calBC presented by Obeli≤ et al. (2004.Tab. 3) . The dates for houses SU53 and SU20 with pottery attributed to phase II-B can be used to date this phase approximately from the 48 th to the 43 rd century calBC. This again agrees well with the time range of 4800-4250 calBC proposed by Obeli≤ et al. (2004.Tab. 3) .
The continuation of the sequence above the ditch is represented by house SU20, with pottery attributed to typological phase II-B, followed by house SU11, with pottery attributed to typological phase III. If only simple calibration is performed, then pro- bability distribution of 14 C dates of these two houses overlap. Archaeological data on the superposition of these two houses allow us to constrain their dates within a sequence and counter the broad scatter of probability distributions due to the shape of the calibration curve in the latter 5 th millennium BC. This precise dating now allows us to estimate the age of the event when the typological shift from phase II-B and III can be expected at the VinkovciSopot site. This is achieved in OxCal by entering additional date parameter in the model between the dates for houses SU20 and SU11 in a sequence. The program then estimates the age of this date as constrained in the model to 4287-4162 calBC (68.2% probability) (Fig. 8) .
It must be pointed out that this age estimate is meaningful only if a sharp typological change in pottery production is realistic. In the theoretical discussion at the outset of this paper, we argued that the classification of material culture within relative chronological schemes of temporally limited and exclusive units that follow one after another can produce artificially homogenous and unchanging periods separated by relatively rapid typological changes. This is unrealistic, as pottery types are expected to change gradually. Much more meaningful are the other results of our model, namely, the precise constrained dates of individual houses and their sequences, together with estimated durations of occupation. Nevertheless, an age estimate for the boundary between the typological phases II-B and III of the Sopot culture at the Vinkovci-Sopot eponymous tell-site will be used in the following section as an argument for the contemporaneity of the Sopot and Lasinja cultures.
Contemporaneity of Sopot and Lasinja cultures
As argued in the theoretical discussion, archaeological cultures are still today represented as internally stable, time-constant entities that follow each other sequentially, meaning that there should be no temporal overlap between them. Figure 9 (Minichreiter, Markovi≤ 2011 . Fig. 2) shows that in the Slavonian region of Croatia, where the Vinkovci-Sopot site is situated, phases III and IV of the Sopot and Lasinja cultures are expected to follow each other in such a sequential order. By using the results of the Vinkovci-Sopot model and chronological modelling of available dates for the Lasinja culture from Slavonia, we can check the consistency between the relative and calendar chronology and try to show that this relative cultural sequence is flawed.
In the section above, we presented the estimated date for the transition between typological phases II-B and III of the Sopot culture at the eponymous Vinkovci-Sopot site, where it is well constrained in a sequence of houses, the pottery of which has been attributed to individual typological phases. From the Slavonian region, we also have 14 C dates from several Lasinja culture sites excavated before the construction of a highway between ∑akovo and Osijek (Balen 2008.Tab. 1; Minichreiter, Markovi≤ 2011 . Fig. 2 ), which are situated about 30km from Vinkovci-Sopot. The Lasinja culture dates will be modelled as a bounded phase of activity. As mentioned in the introduction to Bayesian modelling, a bounded phase with a beginning and end assumes that the 14 C samples represent a random sample of dates within a period of activity, in our case the production of the Lasinja culture pottery type. This assumption is often used in order to limit the statistical scatter of the 14 C measurements, especially when the calibration curve is almost horizontal, as in our case.
On the Figure 10 we present our well constrained date for the transition between typological phases Sopot II-B and III in Sopot-Vinkovci, together with 14 C dates for the Lasinja culture sites (Toma∏anci-Pala≠a, Jurjevac-Stara Vodenica, ∑akova≠ki Selci-Pajtenica and Beketinci-Bente∫). The estimated date for the start of the Lasinja culture on the basis of the 14 C dates for sites attributed to this culture is 4423-4256 calBC (68.2% probability), while our estimated date for the transition between the typological phases of Sopot II-B and III is 4287-4162 calBC (68.2% probability). After calculating the time difference between these estimates, we can say that the transition between Sopot II-B and III is 50-196 years (68.2% probability) younger than the date for the start of Lasinja culture, and on the basis of the 'Order' func- tion in OxCal the probability of it being older are negligible. If our constrained date represents the start of the Sopot III typological phase, then according to the relative sequence, we should have additional time reserved for the duration of this typological phase before the start of Lasinja culture, especially since in the relative chronological scheme (Fig.  9) there is a whole cultural block (Sopot IV typological phase, defined by Markovi≤ 1994) between the end of Sopot III and start of Lasinja culture. Our results, on the contrary, show a significant temporal overlap between the two cultures and provide a good argument for this cultural sequence being flawed.
Discussion
The chronological models presented show how it is possible to constrain the dates of prehistoric activities for individual archaeological sites and how to overcome the inevitable scatter of 14 C dates of typological phases and archaeological cultures at the regional scale. By comparing calendar with typological and cultural sequences, we showed some inconsistencies and contradictions in relative chronological schemes. These will now be discussed within a broader temporal and spatial framework, together with synchronicities of different cultural sequences.
On Figure 11 we present a diagram in which we correlate calendar chronologies and some cultural sequences from Central and Southeastern Europe. It has to be pointed out, that only a selection of archaeological cultures are presented on the diagram, so cultural sequences from individual regions are not complete. (Bonsall et al. 2007.Tab. 1; ∞ufar, Koren≠i≠ 2006. Tab. 2; Gu∏tin 2005.Fig. 2, 3; Plestenjak 2010.156, 160; Turk, Svetli≠i≠ 2005.69; Turk 2010.43; Ωi∫ek 2006 . Fig. 2 ) and the long calendar sequence for Moverna vas, presented in our first case study (Budja 1993 (Budja (1994 . Fig. 5 ; Ωibrat Ga∏pari≠ 2008.Fig. 5.1) . From Croatia, we present our results of the chronological modelling of the eponymous Vinkovci-Sopot site (Krznari≤ πkrivanko 2011.Tab. 1) and the chronology of the Sopot culture proposed by Bogomil Obeli≤ et al. (2004.Tab. 1) . The Lasinja culture span in Croatia is also presented (Balen 2008.Tab. 1; Minichreiter, Markovi≤ 2011.Tab. 1; Beki≤ 2006.22, 95) . We show also the results of the Bayesian chronological modeling of the eponymous Vin≠a-Belo brdo site from Serbia, produced by Du∏an Bori≤ (2009.Tab. 7) . From Austria, the results of the Bayesian modelling of the relative chronology of the Moravian-Eastern-Austrian group of the Lengyel culture (MOG) are presented (Stadler, Ruttkay 2007) as well as a span of Kanzianberg-Lasinja culture (Ruttkay 1996.47) . From Moravia, in the Czech Republic, we produced a similar modelling of the relative chronology of Moravian painted ware culture (MMK) from the available dates (Ku≠a et al. 2009a.Tab. 1; 2009b. 319, 320; 2010.157) , while one date is available for the Jordanóv culture (Pavel≠ik 2002.Tab. 2) . From Hungary, the overlapping phases of Transdanubian Linear Pottery Culture (TLPC), Sopot and Early Lengyel cultures are presented (Bronk Ramsey et al. 1999; Horvath, Kalicz 2003.20; Barna 2007.367 ; Kalicz et al. 2007.44, 45) , as well as spans for phase III of the Lengyel culture (Ehrich 1992.353; Hertelendi 1995.105-111; Ilon 2004.Sl. 26) and BalatonLasinja culture (Ehrich 1992.353; Kalicz 1995.41; Figler et al. 1997.Tab. 2; Oross et al. 2010.Tab. 1) . From Slovakia, the span of the settlement in Svodín is presented (Němejcová-Pavúková 1995.168) and that of the Ludanice culture from Jel∏ovce (Görs-dorf 1995.205, 206) . (Barna 2007; Kalicz et al. 2007 ). This argument is problematic, because it is based on the assumption that differently culturally attributed pottery was produced by different people. The authors themselves acknowledge that differently classified pottery shows many similarities and is hard to differentiate (Barna 2007.371) . The cultural attribution of pottery thus seems to be more the result of the experiences and decisions of archaeologists rather than something pertaining to real patterns of material culture.
The sites of the Sava group of the Lengyel culture in Slovenia, dated from the 48 th to the 46 th century calBC also partly fit this temporal framework, but not with certainty because of the possibility of the old wood effect on the charcoal dates from these sites. The Sava group is contemporaneous with the early typological phases of MOG, i.e. formative phase Ia0 and phases Ia and Ib, which is also postulated on the basis of a typological comparison of pottery (Toma∫ 2010.180) . The general appearance of Lengyel culture in different regions is dated to around 4800 calBC (Stadler, Ruttkay 2007) . The sites of the Sava group of the Lengyel culture are also contemporary with the older sequence of houses at Vinkovci-Sopot and with typological phases II-A and partly II-B of the Sopot culture.
The lull in activity at Moverna vas in the third settlement phase and the end of the Sava group in Slovenia are synchronous with the end of a long calendar sequence on Vin≠a-Belo brdo and thus probably also with the overall Vin≠a cultural sequence. This period can be dated to the 46 th century and the first half of the 45 th century calBC. Interestingly, the gap in the sequence of superposed 14 C dated houses at Vinkovci-Sopot can also be dated to this period. In Southeastern European periodisation, the end of Vin≠a culture marks the beginning of the Eneolithic. Also contemporaneous are the IIa typological phase of MOG and MMK in Austria and Moravia, respectively, and the beginning of phase III of Lengyel culture in Hungary. These typological phases of Lengyel culture are represented as the Earliest Eneolithic phase in traditional periodisations (Pavúk 2000) , with the exception of Austria, where the term Eneolithic is not used. The transition from the Neolithic to Eneolithic in the traditional relative periodisation can be dated to around the middle of the 5 th millennium calBC.
After the end of the Sava group of the Lengyel culture in Central Slovenia, a gap of some two centuries appears in the radiocarbon sequences before the beginning of the Lasinja culture, dated on the basis of sites in north-eastern Slovenia. (Balen 2008.22; Gu∏tin 2005 .14, Fig. 4 ; Oross et al. 2011.182; Ruttkay 1996; Somogyi 2000) .
Conclusion
The case studies presented here show different possibilities of modelling calendar chronologies with the aid of a Bayesian statistical framework implemented in the widely available OxCal calibration program. While this approach enables the dating of archaeological deposits and sites irrespective of their periodic or cultural attribution, it is far from an independent dating method, as the accuracy and understanding of our archaeological information and assumptions are crucial to the production of realistic models. On the other hand, 14 C sampling at archaeological sites needs careful planning in order to obtain relevant samples whose relation to archaeological events of interest is understood. We must bear in mind that Bayesian modelling of archaeological chronologies is only a heuristic tool; it does not provide final or absolute results. Our calendar chronologies will change as new data becomes available and as we decide to model them in different ways. Our results are only a first glimpse into what can be achieved with Bayesian modelling of calendar chronologies.
In Moverna vas, the stratigraphic and typological sequence of Neolithic settlement phases was provided with precise dating of pottery assemblages from within these phases as well as with their durations. On the basis of the estimated duration of individual settlement phases, the depth of layered deposits and abundance of material within them, we proposed that the 3 rd settlement phase was a period of low anthropogenic activity, while the opposite is true of the 4 th and 5 th settlement phases. The end of Neolithic occupation at the site corresponds well with the proposed beginning of the Eneolithic Lasinja culture in neighbouring regions, while the Lasinja sites in Slovenia seem to be at least partly contempora-neous with the last Neolithic settlement phase in Moverna vas.
14 C dates from sites attributed to the Sava group of the Lengyel culture in Central Slovenia were used to provide an estimated calendar date for the beginning and end of this cultural group and an estimate of its duration. We pointed out two clusters of 14 C dates from Slovenia, one belonging to this group and the other to Lasinja sites in North-Eastern Slovenia (besides 14 C dates from Ajdovska jama cave site). A significant temporal gap can be discerned between these two clusters in the middle of the 5 th millennium calBC.
By comparing the calendar chronology model of human burials discovered in Ajdovska jama cave and the calendar chronology of the last Neolithic settlement phase in Moverna vas with the chronological model for the Lasinja sites in North-Eastern Slovenia, we exposed inconsistencies in cultural attribution of contemporaneous sites. Sites that are contemporary according to their 14 C dates are interpreted by different researchers as belonging to different periods and archaeological cultures. We also considered the possibility that differences in the periodical and cultural attribution of pottery assemblages from contemporary sites could be the result of regional differences in the appearance of pottery traits associated with different periods and archaeological cultures.
The complex calendar chronology model of the Vinkovci-Sopot tell-site, which utilises the available 14 C dates and archaeological data about the superposition of houses, allowed us to date individual houses precisely and propose the most probable order in which they were constructed. The 14 C dated and sequenced houses were built within two continuous periods separated by a gap. With the aid of information on the typological attribution of the pottery assemblages from some sequenced houses, we were able to estimate the age of the event when the boundary between the II-B and III typological phases of the Sopot culture can be expected at the VinkovciSopot site.
This event, dated to around 4200 calBC, is considerably later than the appearance of the Lasinja sites in the same region in Croatia. Unlike the relative cultural schemes which present Sopot III and Lasinja culture as not only temporally exclusive, but also separated by another Sopot IV typological phase, our results provide a good argument for a temporal overlap between them and for an inconsistency in the relative chronological scheme of archaeological cultures. Despite the problematic theoretical nature of chronology, it is crucial to archaeological practice. Bayesian modelling of calendar chronologies is a way to bridge the gap between chronology and theoretical discussions concerning the experience and flow of time, issues of social construction of time, of memory and forgetting and the nature of the past in the Fig. 3 Moverna vas OxA-4626 5390 80 charcoal 031.4 (6. phase) Neolithic Budja 1993 . Fig. 5 Moverna vas OxA-4627 5580 80 charcoal 022 (5. phase) Neolithic Budja 1993 . Fig. 5 Moverna vas OxA-4628 5640 80 charcoal 050.2 (4. phase) Neolithic Budja 1993 . Fig. 5 Moverna vas OxA-4629 5830 80 charcoal 057 (2. phase) Neolithic Budja 1993 . Fig. 5 Moverna vas OxA-4630 5830 90 charcoal 056.3 (2. phase) Neolithic Budja 1993 . Fig. 5 
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